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Performance Across the Spectrum
Newark, NJ — Pinnacle is performance across the spectrum of colors and materials. Each of the 60 SKUs
in this collection exceeds 50,000 double rubs and has the assurance of Crypton Home® technology
providing livable, durable fabrics. The rich color palette ranges from basic, subtle neutrals to seafoam
aquas, grassy greens, and denim blues. Fashion forward herringbones and trendy chevrons provide great
visual interest and texture and are ideal for upholstery – from expansive sectionals to occasional ottomans.
Beatrix makes waves with undulating lines and an emblem of velvety V-shapes. The hand of the cotton
chenille is soft and luxurious.
Ashbourne Tweed has a long color line of rich hues with visual interest. Like a classic Chanel suit, it is an
iconic weave and works everywhere.
Dalton Herringbone is a timeless pattern designed for family-friendly living. The play of the soft woven
chenille gives the fabric a slight variegated sheen.
Low nap and a lusciously soft hand make Bronwyn Herringbone a great “go-to” as a universal basecloth
for upholstery. Colorways include basic neutrals and a punchy Royal Blue.
Hamilton Herringbone is a classic pattern woven with a mix of classic materials like cotton, rayon and ﬂax.
The tailored lines will accentuate the ﬁne curves of any tight furniture frame.
Soft like cashmere, Alpine Chevron boasts understated glamour with its small and nimble mountain
slopes.
With an obvious art deco inﬂuence, Gatsby’s elegant lines perform a slight trick of the eye. The beauty lies
in details of this understated fabric, available in 3 dashing neutral colorways.
Like handcrafted woven basketry, Matari Chevron’s grand scale is versatile and ultra-dimensional.
The Pinnacle Collection and other Thibaut collections are available through interior designers and ﬁne
decorating stores worldwide. Please visit www.thibautdesign.com to view patterns and decorating ideas,
and to obtain the names of local dealers. For more information, please call our toll free number at

(800) 223-0704, or email addresses above.
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Founded in 1886, Thibaut is the oldest continuously operating wallpaper company in the United States. Known
for its exceptional and unique designs, the company distinguishes itself from its competitors with inspiring color
palettes, fresh interpretations of classic designs, and exclusive artwork created by an in-house design team.
Design styles range from historic reproductions, toile, and chinoiserie to tropical and novelty patterns. Designers
and consumers have been attracted to the ﬁrm’s creative designs that “push the envelope,” their exclusive print
fabrics, new woven fabric lines, and their market-tested products that help inspire people to decorate. For more
information about Thibaut, visit the company’s web site at www.thibautdesign.com.

